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 So, today’s topic is that ‘most wonderful time of the year’ that everyone SO looks 

forward to:  the infamous ‘stewardship sermon.’  But this year, I am really off the hook.  If you 

don’t like it, its NOT MY FAULT!  Blame Lenn Knapp!  Or,  maybe Terri Ott.  It was Lenn who 

suggested we use a recent letter of Ms. Ott, the editor of Presbyterian Today, as the theme for 

our upcoming Stewardship Campaign.  Ms. Ott wrote in this month’s edition of the magazine 

about Jesus miracle of the ‘multiplication’… aka, the Feeding of the 5000.  She wrote of all of 

the objections raised by those very responsible disciples as to why they could NOT fulfill his 

command when he said, “You give them something to eat.”:  ‘We don’t have the money… 

resources… appropriate personnel… energy.” 

 It doesn’t take TOO much of a stretch to figure out the connection between these 

laments of the early disciples to ones heard in our own congregations today.  That as we 

consider the limited resources of our churches… we must grapple with how those needs are to 

be met with our OWN ‘limited resources.’  In looking at the formal balance sheets of our 

church’s financial reports, in the back of our minds are those informal ‘balance sheets’ of our 

personal finances.  The same ones those early businessmen-turned-disciples dealt with as they 

considered their own limited ‘resources’ in Jesus’ presence on a crowded mountainside… 

 The miraculous feeding of the 5000 is perhaps the most well known of Jesus’ miracles… 

followed closely by the one that immediately follows:  walking on water on the Sea of Galilee.  

Neither of which his disciples could ‘fathom.’        They were too preoccupied by their own 

human limitations.  To the point of being ‘terrified,’ and their ‘hearts hardened.’  They could 

NOT understand just how in the world Jesus could demonstrate such miraculous power.  How 

could Jesus go against all of the logical, reasonable assumptions of the natural world and DO 

the amazing things that He did?  They couldn’t wrap their heads around it.  And what one 

doesn’t understand most often FRIGHTENS them.  That’s why we read words like “terrified… 

afraid.” 

 The problem was that the Jesus they had been following… in their minds, at least… was 

too SMALL.  They couldn’t think outside of the ‘box’ of their own human abilities… rather than 



at Jesus DIVINE abilities.  In order to “Master the possibilities” for themselves… they needed to 

believe in the ‘possibilities of the Master.’  The One who had called them, by name, to leave 

behind their earthly entanglements and doubts, in order to follow. 

 As we consider both the words, and actions, of Jesus in Mark’s Gospel… as well as those 

of Paul in Ephesians… may we see how we too serve a God who is too small… at least in our 

limited understanding.  How to deal with the fears and doubts that make us ‘terrified and 

afraid.’  As we seek to ‘master the possibilities of the Master,’ may we embrace what it means 

to be a faithful follower of our Lord Jesus.  The One by whom we are also ‘Called to imagine’  

ALL that He can do through us in His miraculous power. 

 I want to begin by ‘calling’ you to ‘imagine’ yourself in the place of the disciples.  Let’s 

imagine that this is our little rowboat, out on Lake Arthur/Big Lake, and we are paddling like 

crazy against heavy headwinds and rolling seas.  And when Jesus sees us from the shoreline, of 

how we are straining against those stormy, ‘adverse winds,’ “he comes toward (us).”  We must 

not lose hope in Jesus, because when He sees us in trouble, HE COMES!  He comes to check on 

us.  But it doesn’t mean he will always help immediately.  What did it say?  “He intended to 

pass them by.”   

 Why?  Maybe he just wants to see how his fledgling, apprentice apostles will react to 

their situation.  Interesting, isn’t it, that Jesus often comes to reach… and teach… his followers 

in times of STORM.  Sometimes, in the midst of our personal ‘storms,’ we might not even 

recognize His presence with us.  That someone who approaches us in times of difficulty may not 

look like it, but might actually be a messenger of Christ himself.  Sometimes, we can overlook 

smaller miracles of a person’s presence in our life.  Perhaps a person who is there when friends 

and family are NOT. That ‘minor miracle’ of encouragement and hope that we might receive… 

or GIVE… that speaks in the midst of the ‘storms’ of life, “Take heart, it’s me. Don’t be afraid.”  

(Mark 6:50) 

 Did you find it just a little odd that when Jesus ‘walks on water’ in the midst of that 

storm… and simply by his presence in the boat the ‘adverse winds’ miraculously cease… what 

their response was?  NOT that “they were utterly astounded.”  DUH!  Of COURSE they were! It 



says that they were ‘utterly astounded’ “for they did not understand about the LOAVES… but 

their hearts were hardened.” (Mk 6:52) 

 The ‘LOAVES?!’  What about the wind and the waves being silenced… without Jesus 

even uttering a word?  What about his ‘mode of transportation’ to get out TO them on the 

storm-tossed waters??  Why would their minds go back to that previous miracle of the 

multiplication? 

 Because they are all interrelated… by virtue of ALL being the MIRACULOUS MOVEMENT 

OF GOD IN THE PERSON OF JESUS CHRIST.  That the power of God at work in Jesus to walk on 

water or calm storms is the same power that caused meager provisions of 5 loaves of bread and 

two fish to be multiplied beyond comprehension.  And the author ties their lack of 

understanding of the magnitude of Jesus’ power to provide sustenance and safety with having 

“hardened hearts.” 

 How about US?  Have our hearts been hardened by a callous, cynical, unbelieving world 

who scoffs at us who believe in a miracle-working Savior? 

Do we truly believe that there could be a “power at work within US to accomplish abundantly 

more that we could ever ASK or IMAGINE?!”  A ‘power’ that could take a small community of 

faith whose membership has steadily shrunk over years and yet USE THAT CHURCH MIGHTILY in 

the community in which it lives, and breathes, and has its being?!  Yes… THIS church! 

 That is the challenge that I lay before us ALL this day.  To, in the words of that overused, 

trite, but accurate expression, “think outside the box.”  The ‘box’ that is this sanctuary building.    

Think outside the box of your own limited, sometimes ‘stinkin’ thinkin.’  Think outside the box 

of balance sheets and birthdays; of calendars and self-consciousness.  Think about whatever 

‘box’ it is that you put our Lord Jesus into… boxes that prevent you from fulfilling our ultimate 

mission on earth:  KNOW CHRIST… AND MAKE CHRIST KNOWN. 

 There have been a lot of notable occasions on our calendars this week.  From Election 

Day to Veterans Day to Stewardship Sunday.  But you might say that they ALL relate to the 

manner in which we honor the sacrifices that have been made for us.  How do we tangibly say 

‘thank you’ for all that we have been given.  That is, of course, what Veterans Day is all about.  

Like so many other ‘holi-days’… ‘holy-days’… on which we supposedly express our gratitude on 



one particular day what we should be doing EVERY day.  Saying ‘thank you for your service’… to 

country, to family, to God.  Thank you for putting ‘service above self’ in order to preserve that 

freedom which we too often take for granted. 

 On Election Day we are afforded the opportunity to exercise one of the most important 

‘fruits’ of that ‘freedom’… the ‘privilege’ to vote.  NOT the ‘right.’  The privilege.  When we get 

caught up in our ‘rights,’ it is easy to fall prey to our ‘wrongs.’  When I think of my personal 

‘rights,’ there is a sense of what is due me simply by my existence.  I am an American, so I have 

the right to vote.  But that ‘right’ is too often WASTED.  We get so excited about a 40% voter 

turnout.  Which means that SIXTY percent didn’t care enough about this ‘democratic process’ to 

participate in it.  But that 60% sure will ‘exercise their right’ to COMPLAIN.   

My point is that as those who have been given this gift of self-governing must take that 

responsibility seriously.  In the words of Jesus, “To whom much is given, much is required.”   

(Luke 12:48) 

 Which brings us to this Stewardship Sunday.  That one day a year that people can dread 

so much to be ‘scolded’ about how they are using the resources that God has given them.  But 

guess what?  It’s not the pastor to whom church members are accountable to.  His/her Boss!  

The Giver of ALL good things.  G-O-D.  And you all know… painfully… about what happens when 

we point a finger at someone else.  THREE are pointing back at them.   

 So, I would ask us ALL to consider how we are limiting the power of God in our lives.  

That the same miraculous power that Jesus demonstrated in multiplying resources of fishes and 

loaves can also multiply the resources that we have… of time, of talents, of treasures.  In 

considering the importance of honoring the sacrifices of servicemen and women in order to 

protect our freedom, how much MORE should we honor the sacrifice made by our Lord Jesus 

that we might be truly, finally, forever be FREE?  As we take more seriously the privilege we 

have in enjoying the benefits of our earthly freedom… participation in the democratic process… 

let us also be mindful of the privilege it is to GIVE of ourselves.  To return to God, and His 

people, a portion of what He as given us.  “To whom much is given, much is required.”   

 In the words of Paul, I pray that we all may have ‘the power to understand, to KNOW 

the love of Christ that far surpasses our human knowledge, so that we may be filled with ALL 



the fullness of God.’  God wants you and me to be FILLED… filled with HIS fullness.  NOT filled 

with fear, anxiety, doubt.  Not to have our hearts hardened, even as those first disciples did.  By 

the unsurpassed love of God in Christ, you and I have been called… just as they were.  Called to 

love Him.  Called to love one another.  Called to serve.  Called to LIFE.  Called to imagine… 

 

CHARGE:  We are ‘called’ by Jesus to ‘imagine.’  Imagine how we can make a difference in the 
world that lies outside this ‘box.’  I would remind you of the last verse of our closing hymn:  
“Loaves and fish speak of your bounty As we all are called to share; Bread of Life and harvest 
plenty With your people everywhere.” 

As we work to reap a harvest in those ‘fields’ out there… empowered by a miracle-
working God much needed by a cynical world… I would invite you to join me in repeating those 
words of Paul:  “Now to him who by the power at work within US is able to accomplish 
abundantly far more than all we can ask or imagine,  to HIM be glory in the church and in 
Christ Jesus to all generations, for ever and ever.”  (Ephesians 3:20-21)   

This verse reminds us that we do not go out into that world with our own abilities alone.  
But that the Spirit of the living God IS above us to watch over us…and dwells deep within us to 
give us His peace.   In the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, all God’s precious children 
said, “AMEN!” 


